Any new music you heard was either
from local college stations, or on a late
night MTV show called 120 Minutes. If
you wanted to find some new, possibly
interesting music that you hadn’t heard, you
had to stay up and watch. I’ll never forget
– I was in the other room, washing dishes
in the kitchen and my girl at the time was
watching 120 Minutes. She says, “I think
you need to get in here and see something”
– and for her to say that meant something
incredible was happening because both of
us were terribly bored and amused by 120
Minutes at that time. I ran in there and
I caught the second half of the Sexy Boy
video. I’m hearing the music, but it was
more about the visuals first, about Mike
Mills’ unique style of animation. We were
very fascinated – it reminded us of a 70s
childhood, it was very relatable to us. Then
with the music, I didn’t know what was
going on here: It’s very easy and chill, but
it’s kind of groovy – and what’s with that
those feminine vocals? The keyboardist in
me was very intrigued, even though it’s a
very simple, almost repetitive song. It’s not
like they were virtuosos. I was incredibly
fascinated. We knew the band was called
Air; it said nothing about them being from
France or anything. And we immediately
began a hunt to find out what the hell was
going on. I knew I had to figure out what
was up with this group.
Around that time, I had just started
working with Beck. I initially was supposed
to do a three-week tour with him because
he lost his keyboard player and I was
a substitute. But thankfully, that led to
recording his next record and on and on –
I’ve been with him off and on for 27 years
now. He had done a remix for Sexy Boy
after they reached out to him. I went to
visit him in his house one day and he was
working on it with an engineer. I think at
that point, I had found the CD. I was in this
side project called the Moog Cookbook,
which was on an independent label here in
the States. And they had European distri-

bution. We didn’t know that. About four
months later, the Air guys reached out to
us and they asked us to do this remix for
their second single, Kelly Watch the Stars:
what an honour. It was terribly exciting
to me – having worked with Beck and the
Dust Brothers community, I really wanted
to kind of make use of that old-school
sound and how a lot of us in Southern
California were thinking about record-making at the time. I worked on this remix for
three weeks straight, sculpting and trying
different things. The technology was terribly
archaic compared to what you can do these
days. Fortunately they liked it very much.
The final piece is that when Beck started
recording his next record, Mutations, that
was the first album that I got to be a proper
part of from the ground up – he wanted
a band versus making it with the Dust
Brothers. Out of sheer coincidence, the Air
guys reached out to him and said, “We’re
going to be in Los Angeles, we’d love to visit
with you.” Beck said, come down. He did
not know that we had done a remix. And
so they came down to the studio and we all
met in the foyer. It was super weird because
we already were all fans of each other’s
work, so it was like this great meeting of
minds: They give us a compliment, we give
them a compliment, and it was a beautiful,
weird thing because they barely spoke
English. We all knew their album inside
out, and they were big fans of the Moog
Cookbook. While we’re talking, everybody
asks, “So how come you guys aren’t
touring?” They say, “Because it’s just the two
of us. The record company people really
want us to tour but we keep telling them
no, we’re not a touring band, we’re a studio
band.” I think Justin, our bass player, says,
“Surely there’s musicians in Paris that you
guys can take on tour?” And they said, “Not
really”. So we start laughing hysterically. I
don’t know how they could say that – we’re
such fans of Serge Gainsbourg and that era
of French pop. Obviously they were too and
we talked about how that’s what inspired
a lot of what they did. This was before

YouTube – we would trade VHS tapes
of obscure collectible stuff that had been
copied 500 times, so it’s terrible quality but
at least allowed us to watch Top of the Pops
or Beat-Club, to see all these retro 70s bands
that we all knew about but had never seen
footage of, or even a picture. My partner
Brian was a big collector of obscure VHS
tapes – Gainsbourg, France Gall, all that
other classic French pop stuff that we knew
nothing about in America. We would go on
tour in Japan, which was the first country
that would have huge imports because they
were doing a ton of reissues, so we would
hear about the French artists that way –
suddenly we were finally able to listen to a
lot of this music, so we were talking about
it with Air. So when they said, “We can’t
find backing musicians” somebody said,
“Why don’t you use us?” And that was how
they got their first touring band, right there
in the lobby of that recording studio. JB
and Nicolas went away thinking: That’s an
actual possibility. They reached out to us a
month or two later and said: “We want to
try to do this, we’ll come to Los Angeles –
we’ll rehearse, the six of us. We don’t know
how it’s gonna work” – but I wasn’t worried
about that. We got along wonderfully. The
shows were more like Tangerine Dream
or Kraftwerk or any of those famous instrumental bands – what’s going on stage is
gonna be kind of boring, there’s not a lot
of flashing and rocking. But the audiences
were there to see instrumental music.
In Moon Safari, they created something
for their own pleasure. Instrumental music
typically doesn’t do as well or isn’t as
popular as a traditional pop, rock, with a
frontperson and lyrics. They had some of
that. And yet it absolutely struck a nerve
internationally. They weren’t prepared for
it and they were thrown into the limelight
and lots of photoshoots. I think one of the
reasons they did the things they did was
because a lot of what they were fascinated
by wasn’t that traditional, celebrity-oriented
entertainment. It had a simplicity to it. I felt

have that bright light shined on them and
how they went from discomfort – this is
not me – to this being a more regular thing:
it does feel fantastic just to be regularly
appreciated for what you do and when
people want to be in your presence, when
someone understands what you’re doing.
Because they created a sound that was
completely original for that time in the 90s.
Even though we all understood what their
inspirations were, they really presented it in
new ways.

« Being in the studio for that
record was a highly experimental time. We showed up every
day and they told us what to do.
[Getting away from the sound
of Moon Safari] was felt and
understood. »

I don’t remember knowing much about
[the concept for 10 000Hz Legend]. Maybe
they talked about it on the road but it wasn’t
until they invited Justin and myself and
Brian Reitzell to come out to Paris that we
talked about what their goals were for the
record. We just thought: Oh they, they want
to make Moon Safari Part 2. If there was
anything that came from the popularity
and fame and support, it was that it gives
the artists a great amount of freedom to
make more experiments if they want: Sky’s
the limit. Being in the studio for that record

Roger Manning Jr (The Moog Cookbook)

ROGER MANNING JR,
KEYBOARDS AND VOCALS

a great sense of joy seeing very enthusiastic
men and women coming out after shows
to meet them. They felt basically like Elvis
Presley – that’s how they were being treated,
and I don’t think they were used to that at
all. Obviously it feels fantastic. But there’s
also an element of: What do I do with this?
How am I supposed to carry myself now?
When all eyes are on you, you get incredibly
self-conscious. The more you allow yourself
to be in those environments, the more that
can ease off and you rise to the occasion.
On the Moon Safari tour, I got to see them

They needed a Pro Tools operator so they
got in touch with me. They didn’t have
much experience with ProTools and we
needed to transfer some of the tapes from
Paris to bring the whole session to Los
Angeles. They said, “Well, why don’t you
come with us to LA to record the stuff
there?”
They explained to me when we arrived,
“We don’t want to do a chorus and a verse
– we want to have an album split up into
several pieces, with three different parts in
one song.” I wasn’t sure what they meant at
first. And all of a sudden, when they started
playing the music, it started to really make
sense – the whole idea of having an ABC,
rather than verse chorus, verse, chorus,
bridge, chorus. I really think it’s the French
version of Dark Side of the Moon. They
had this real vision that was very coherent,
and they knew where they wanted to go.
They said, “We want to make an album
that costs a lot and sounds great.” It was
going to be their masterpiece and they
were very concerned that it had to sound
good. They realized at some point that they
couldn’t achieve all this just using tape.
So the finicky thing of fiddling around in
Pro Tools and moving stuff around was
very helpful in actually making all the
adjustments before mixing. So we went to
Bomb Factory to record the drums with
Brian Reitzell. That was a great session.
And then we went to Capitol Recordings
to record the orchestra, the choir, and the
flutes. What we achieved in that month
wouldn’t have been possible with tape. We
wouldn’t have had all the tracks; we would
have the strings in stereo and we’d be stuck
with that, whereas we were able to really dig
into all the stuff. Doing an album like that
on Pro Tools was quite new at the time. It
meant we could go around with the hard
disc and have everything with us rather
than shipping tapes all around the world.
We had a great time. It was intense. We
would work non-stop. They had to agree on

everything. They were both just as intense
as each other. I remember coming back
exhausted. Recording the whole orchestra
was a whole new thing for them but it was
very creative. They had written out all their
ideas for the orchestra on piano. Normally
when you’re recording stuff, you move the
levels around – but with the orchestra, the
idea was you would put the faders on zero
and the whole balance of the orchestra was
done by the orchestra, who would come
back and listen to the take and say: OK,
that needs to be louder, that part needs to
be softer, that part has to be more staccato.
The whole idea was once you finished the
orchestra, you put up your two faders and
that was it. That’s not something I was
really used to. They spent a lot of time
getting it absolutely right. It was an album
made in heaven really, because we had a
budget. I knew we could book a studio and
it wouldn’t be a problem. We could book
a drummer and we could spend the whole
day recording drums, and they just came
out beautiful.
They had a bit of hype over there. I
remember going to Virgin Records and
everybody saying, “Oh look, it’s Air!” I
didn’t realize they were so well known. They
weren’t getting mobbed, but just enough
that made them feel a bit important.
Twenty years later, I got a call: “Would you
be interested in doing an Atmos mix of the
project?” I felt that there was the potential to
do something interesting, because I noticed
it was difficult to really hear the orchestra
around the band in the original version.
When I got the stems and I dug into the
original sessions that we recorded in LA, I
dug up a lot of stuff that we had only done
in stereo, which we could reopen to gain
access to the two mics that we recorded on
back then at Capitol. It’s quite impressive –
you can actually hear the dimension of the
room. It’s a very special recording place.
It sounds quite nice and we recorded the
sound field of the chambers. I was able to

dig that out and put it at the back, and make
it a bit wider, mainly on the choir, and also
on certain orchestral parts. It made sense to
put the orchestra around the band and with
the vocal arrangements. We panned the
synths, which made it a bit wider.
I was into keeping the drums comfortably
in front. They’re special drums, actually,
I’ve never heard drums that sound that
beautiful on an album. We got very lucky
with Brian. We recorded that at the Bomb
Factory. They have a special desk there, an
old Trident Series A, which has a particular
sound on it. We touched the sound of the
drums very little.
I’m used to working in 5.1 and 7.1, but
having the speakers on top also was
interesting, it gives another experience of
top and low – that feeling of being able to
have stuff on top of you. Vocals, synths,
the flute, all that stuff that didn’t need too
much low end, we tended to put on top –
even some high hats. The idea was to make
it quite wide. All the slow songs come up
really well with the spaciousness of the
Atmos. But we were really concerned that
we didn’t want to do a demo of the Dolby
Atmos system, and about keeping intact the
vision of the artists.
We spent a lot of time trying to get the
mastering almost identical to on the
original CD, down-mixing the Atmos to 2.1
to compare with the original. When you do
Atmos, you can’t deliver it to a mastering
place, you have to do it yourself. We put less
level on than on the original master because
it when you split it out on several speakers,
you don’t need that much crush. When
they did the CD, it was a bit too much. It
made things easier for us to have a bit more
dynamic on the final master. We were really
happy with the results. Atmos can work on
certain albums and it doesn’t work so quite
so well with other albums. JB said that he
would have wanted the album to be like
that when it was released. I was really proud
to be part of it. I think Atmos really works.

« When they started playing
the music, it started to really
make sense - the whole idea
of having an ABC, rather than
verse chorus, verse, chorus,
bridge, chorus. I really think it’s
the French version of Dark Side
of the Moon. »

Bruce Keen with Nicolas Godin

BRUCE KEEN,
SOUND ENGINEERING

It’s not just a gimmick. It worked well for
this particular album.
10 000Hz wasn’t huge sales-wise but it’s
a classic album nevertheless. The sound
reflected this crate-digger thing of picking
up the old albums, taking them out and
giving them fresh input. The mixing of the
original album took three months, they
spent a lot a lot of time on getting every EQ
absolutely right and so we were able to use
all that work they’d already done.

We had toured together. I was one of the
four keyboard players for Moon Safari, and
a few shows were done for Virgin Suicides
but not a full tour. They called and told me
they were working on a new record. They
would record much of it back in the Paris
area, but wanted to come to LA for strings
and overdubs. They asked for recommendations so I sent them to our friend Roger
Neill, who is a superb orchestrator and
conductor. For Moon Safari, they’d had
excellent work done by David Whitaker
at Abbey Road in London – but they were
frustrated that he sometimes wanted to do
too much; and they wanted things simple
sometimes. Roger came to meet with us,
and heard the parts they wanted – he could
work from their demos but also add his
own ideas, too. He understood their request
to «keep it simple».
We recorded the strings in a grand session
at Capitol Records’ Tower, the famous
cylindrical building in Hollywood. Studio
A, the former home of Frank Sinatra
etc. The orchestra was hired from quite
excellent local musicians and I was engineer
for those pieces. The standout, to me, is
Radian - which was called Karmafuzz at
that time. I love that name. The resulting
track has a lovely flute section which plays
against the full orchestra – the backing
track and orchestration make it one of the
highlights of their career, I think. We also
did some beautiful parts on Don’t Be Light
and Wonder Milky Bitch. Roger made
the orchestra laugh when he told them
he thought the lyrics were Wonder Milky
Beach – and then the band told him, no, it
was Bitch. The song is about oral sex, nicely
disguised.
We also recorded at the Bomb Factory in
North Hollywood, a cool studio owned
by my friends who developed the famous
Bomb Factory software that now comes
with every package of Pro Tools recording
software. They had an incredible selection
of instruments. The best part there was the

drum track we recorded by Brian Reitzell;
it was done to match a vintage 1970s drum
sound, when they used to make drums very
warm and clear, but no reverb or echo. I
tried my best to match their goal – which
was Cold Turkey drums recorded by Ken
Scott for John Lennon. They told me it is
now their favorite drum sound on their
albums.
We also recorded at Hollywood Sound
Recorders, a classic 1970s studio right in
Hollywood. Early Prince records were done
there, Earth Wind and Fire and Grease.
There we did guest vocals. Lisa Papineau on
Lucky and Unhappy and suGar Yoshinaga
of Buffalo Daughter on Sex Born Poison.
We also did the song The Vagabond with
Beck there. They were really excited to
collaborate with him. He came in ready to
do anything, and they asked him for some
parts: he worked on lyrics and poetry over
the backing track. He was very collaborative, asking everyone for words that fit or
rhyme, so it was a group effort. Beck then
recorded his vocal and then added layers
in octaves and different vocal tones. Beck
had a lot of fun, and his laughing was left in
at the very end. I still have that lyric sheet
he wrote and the harmonica he played. I
was very pleased with the sound I got for
the harmonica, very plain, but incredibly
realistic and in your face. A whistling
expert was hired to finish off Don’t Be
Light, and he really did a fine job; just a
local professional hired from the Union
musician’s book.
When I saw the album cover, I laughed in
recognition. We had done their first-ever
tour, and it was all across the USA. The
longest part was a three-day epic drive on
a bus from California to Chicago. Both
JB and Nicolas were stunned by the great
Painted Desert area in Nevada as we drove
through. It looks like the moon almost
– very red and dry, unusual formations
of rocks with plateaus. To someone
from Europe, this was one of the most

unexpected landscapes one could see. In the
same country of nice beaches, green forests,
mountains and farms, there is this dry/dead
section of incredible sparseness and beauty.
So it became a dream, and their cover is just
like that place we drove through on Moon
Safari tour.

Brian Kehew with Roger Niell & JB Dunckel
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« Roger made the orchestra
laugh when he told them he
thought the lyrics were Wonder
Milky Beach - and then the band
told him, no, it was Bitch. The
song is about oral sex, nicely
disguised. »

This whole group of creative people in LA,
Silverlake specifically, and the musicians
from Versailles – we all became friends
around the same time. I met Mike [Mills]
shortly after the album was wrapped – we
had a big listening party of the album at
his house. Roman Coppola and Sofia and
Spike Jones were there, Brian Reitzell.We
all found each other. I think Brian Reitzell
might have been the nexus of a lot of that.
Mike had made this documentary about
the Moon Safari tour: Brian Reitzell playing
drums, Roger Manning on keyboards,
Brian Kehew on keyboards. Roger Manning
and I went to college together so I knew
him from way back. But it was Brian
Kehew who introduced me to Air. I met
Brian Kehew at a party and he mentioned
this album that he was engineering by
a songwriter named Andrew Sandoval
and said they needed some string parts. I
recorded in someone’s garage somewhere in
LA. I forgot about it, and then about nine
months later, Brian calls out of the blue and
says he’s working with a band in Burbank
and he needed someone to come down
to the studio and notate some Mellotron
parts – something I could do in like, a half
an hour. Burbank is a very unfashionable
part of LA. It’s not glamorous at all. So I’m
heading down to this studio in Burbank for
some project, I don’t know what it is, and it
turns out Brian is engineering a new project
for Air.
I had bought Moon Safari nine months
earlier, not even knowing who they were –
back in the days when you would go into
Tower Records and grab CDs by anyone.
And it did not leave my stereo for months,
I listened to it constantly. I was so much in
love with that album. It was such a shock
when I got the call to work on this album
because I had no idea who Air was. I just
knew they were a band and they were super

cool and they were from not-here. They
were from some exotic place in France, and
I could only imagine who they were. To
walk into a studio in Burbank and there
they are was the craziest juxtaposition.
Before I met them, I had this image in my
mind of very cool, sophisticated Frenchmen
– and that’s what they are! We hit it off and
they hired me to stay on and keep doing
work with them. I wrote all these orchestral
and choir arrangements and it ended up
being a nine-month project.
I think the band really liked being here.
They liked these musicians – Brian Reitzell,
in particular, and Roger. I think they were
having a really good time and then when
they realized that I was part of this group,
I fit in well. I have a very legit orchestral
background as an orchestral conductor and
a classical music style composer, but also
I’m a pop guy. I think they liked the many
hats that I could wear for them.
I figured that after the success of Moon
Safari, they might have been given more
funds to explore some things – because we
did spend some money insofar as you had
a good-sized orchestra and we recorded at
Capitol Records in a beautiful room with
great musicians. Over the years, many
times, Nico has told me what a pleasure
it was for both of them to work on that
album. They felt like they were given the
opportunity to really explore, which they
took advantage of and I think they felt
they really pushed out artistically. There
were two pressures really: One is to take
advantage of the commercial success of
the previous album, and also just to do
something new.
I recall that for some of the songs I had
written some pretty elaborate things, and
we simplified them along the way because
I think they wanted the orchestra to feel

like it was an organic part of their keyboard
sonic world – so that even the orchestral
parts should feel dreamy and pad-like and
part of the same atmosphere. Once they
presented the music to me, I felt pretty
self assured about what to do and they
really liked what I presented to them. They
would write a song, or they’d send me a
track of progress and then I would create
a recording of the orchestral part that I
imagined, and send it back to them. And
that would go back and forth a few times,
so I was able to mock up stuff pretty well.

« For some of
the songs I had
written some
pretty elaborate
things, and we
simplified them
along the way
because I think
they wanted the
orchestra to feel
like it was an
organic part of
their keyboard
sonic world. »
I hadn’t collaborated with pop artists in
this way before. I just knew I could. I liked
all the music that they like so it felt very
natural.
Michel Polnareff is an artist that they liked
very much and they talked about him. I
listened to his music and I didn’t really
understand it. Serge Gainsbourg is of
course has a huge influence on them as well.
But we didn’t really refer to specific stuff.
I really messed with their sonic sensibility
– progressive rock meets Burt Bacharach
meets electronica. My approach to the

The song Radian opens with a beautiful
arrangement for four flutes, which they
wrote on Mellotron and then I took that
part and wrote it for four individual players.
I was able to take the sensibility of what
they had written but make each individual
flute performance part distinctive, taking
advantage of the fact that they’re humans
playing it. Certain players would trill or do
certain things that you wouldn’t be able to
do on a keyboard. I reached out to some of
the best players in Los Angeles who play in
a flute quartet.
While we were prepping the album,
there were other instrumental parts that

we needed to do – for example the song
Radian. They had flown in a sample of
some vocal part, a female vocalist, and
they needed to replace it with a real person.
There’s a songwriter I was working with
called Barbara Cohen, who has a very
exotic-sounding voice, so she came in to
improvise these wonderful, quasi-Hungarian, weird folk melodies. They used those
and pitched and mangled them to make
this really cool bed at the beginning of
Radian. We just kept calling people to do
this and that and it was really fun. They’ve
talked about how pleased they were with
the consistent quality of musicians in Los
Angeles available to them for that album.
[Working without visual cues] wasn’t a
barrier. I felt very at home with the sound
that they were trying to create so I wasn’t
guessing. Their music is very cinematic,
particularly that album. It’s very evocative
– these wonderful moodscapes. There’s so

« I really messed with
their sonic sensibility progressive rock meets
Burt Bacharach meets
electronica. »

many instrumental parts to that album,
maybe more than any other album they
put out. There’s lots of open space where it’s
just music and not songwriting. So it has a
cinematic quality because the music itself
stands alone.

Roger Neill Capitol Studios String recording

ROGER NEILL, STRING
AND CHOIR CONDUCTING,
ARRANGEMENT

orchestral arrangements and the choir was
very classic. I think they really liked almost
a 1960s sound for the orchestra. We were
going for a French film score sound, like
Georges Delerue. I was just trying to make
it sound beautiful and lush.

[Recording] was just the best. I really
wanted to get us into Capitol Records
because that studio has a very classic warm
sound. It has a large room which can be
expanded – there’s an A room and a B room
and you get a combined room if you take
the wall away, so we did that. And it’s a very
historic place – you see the photographs of
Sinatra, Nat King Cole, these great artists
in the same room that you’re recording.
It gives you chills. Also it’s famous for the
reverb chambers that are built underneath
the studio, which they took advantage of.
When we were done with the recording of
the orchestra one day, our engineer Tony
Hoffer ran all the tracks of all the songs

through the sound chamber and recorded
the reverb of the so that he could use it
later for his mixes, to take advantage of this
famous Capitol Records reverb sound. We
had a lovely time being there. I think they
were staying at the Magic Castle nearby
in Hollywood, so they were having fun –
Frenchmen in Hollywood. Although they
did complain about the food – they said,
“No Frenchman should be expected to eat
this food!”
I remember doing the choir part. I got a
great vocal contractor, Sally Stevens. A lot
of professional choir singers are church

« Despite all the
resources at our
fingertips with
the orchestra and
choir and other
musicians that we
brought in, athey
didn’t overdo it. »
singers – that’s their main gig. I remember
two or three of the choir singers wanting
to clarify what the lyrics to How Does
That Make You Feel meant because they
didn’t want to say anything that would be
inappropriate for their beliefs. That was a
perfectly appropriate thing for them to ask
about. And we mollified whatever concerns
they had. But it was funny because I wasn’t
prepared for that. Then I was recording the
choir at Capitol, they were on risers, tiered
up in rows, facing the microphones. I hadn’t
really done much of this and what I recall
so vividly is when they started singing in
the first parts of How Does That Make You
Feel, the rush of wind going by me. I didn’t
anticipate that, and it gave me chills. It was
fun to remember that these are human
beings making air, filling the room full of
air and sound.
Moon Safari is in some ways very romantic,
and it’s one of the best chill albums ever
made. 10 000Hz is epic – it has a wide
cinemascope view in its sound. These
guys are such good arrangers themselves
and that’s what makes Air’s music so
special. They know exactly what to use
and exactly what not to use. And despite

all the resources at our fingertips with the
orchestra and choir and other musicians
that we brought in, they didn’t overdo it.
We could have done crazy stuff and much
more elaborate things but they wouldn’t
have been right in the balance of the album.
That kind of artistic restraint and taste
is a hallmark of their sound and all their
albums. They had the sports car but they
only went 60.
I totally get why people were confused by it.
It’s a more difficult album to listen to than
the previous album. At one point they were
saying that if Moon Safari was their Dark
Side of the Moon, this was their Wish You
Were Here – the album that follows the
great album. And it has some similarities –
10 000HZ is a colder and more vast album,
though still beautiful.
Upon release, we did a big concert together
at Hollywood Bowl, which was awesome.
We approached that like the album – I
needed to create arrangements, not just
for the album tracks but also other tracks
from Moon Safari, and the producer of that
concert enlisted me to also collaborate with
Stereolab and Sondre Lerche [on support],
so I worked with all three bands doing arrangements for them. It was a great thrill.
It was a fruitful connection for me – Brian
Reitzell and I ended up working on a lot
of things together over the years. He was
very complimentary of my work on that
album, and at that time Brian was transitioning from being a touring rock drummer
to being a music supervisor and score
composer, so I worked with him on a bunch
of things – Mike’s Beginners, his film
Thumbsucker; other projects that Brian was
doing. It seems like I was hanging out at his
studio a lot. He was always so complimentary and generous as an artist, he really liked
to work with other artists and collaborate.
On the score to Beginners, a year or two
later, we wrote that in Brian’s studio in
Burbank, and it was just me, Brian and
Dave Palmer, the other composer, and Mike
Mills hanging out in this room, day after
day, coming up with ideas and noodling.
That came as a result of my continuing
work with Mike, which continues to this
day. I had the opportunity to work with
Roman and Sofia Coppola individually –

Sofia on Marie Antoinette, Brian brought
me on board for that project as – I think
my title is historic music historian. Roman
and I became friends, I worked on two of
his films and then had a very big role in his
TV series, Mozart in the Jungle, again being
producer and composer. So that all came
out of this project. And the group of friends
formed a network from this.
It was a very heady time. I think we were
really all feeling very self-confident and
grateful to be able to do this kind of work.
That record company believed in them and
we had some resources; we all met each
other and this lovely thing came out of it,
with this album project and then going on
to a lot of careers being catapulted from this
moment.

« We could have done crazy stuff
and much more elaborate things but
they wouldn’t have been right in
the balance of the album. That kind
of artistic restraint and taste is a
hallmark of their sound and all their
albums. They had the sports car but
they only went 60. »

SUGAR BUFFALO
DAUGHTER, VOCALS

They offered one song and asked us to sing
in Japanese – to translate their English lyrics
into Japanese. They didn’t tell us anything
about what kind of record they were
making; it was just this one song. Working
with them was very easy. We went to the
studio where they were recording in Los
Angeles for a few days. It was in Hollywood,
the studio was pretty old – it had a vintage
atmosphere. They were staying at this
famous hotel nearby that had appeared in
books or movies [Chateau Marmont], it was
a cultural symbol. All the backing tracks
were already done and we just went there to
sing. They told us they loved our record and
our show, and our singing harmonies, so
they asked us to do our regular thing. The
lyrics touch on technology – it was 1999,
everyone was talking about the millennium,
there was a little anxiety but some
excitement too. It was really fun to do and
a really good challenge to translate English
lyrics to Japanese. When the album came

« The lyrics touch
on technology
- it was 1999,
everyone was
talking about
the millennium,
there was a little
anxiety but some
excitement too. »

out, I felt really happy to hear our voices
and the Japanese lyrics on their album.
We were a little surprised by the sound
because it was very different from Moon
Safari, but there’s still some vintage
elements in it. To do the same thing again
and again is boring for musicians, so I
could totally understand why they tried
to do something different with different
people. A new challenge was good. Moon
Safari sounds to me like chill out music for
when you relax in your room, but 10 000Hz
is more an album you sit down and listen
to.

Buffalo Daughter with AIR

I’m sure they asked us to take part because
we were signed with Grand Royal. Mike D,
the president of Grand Royal at the time,
was a very good friend of ours. When we
played in Paris, Air came to our show.
That’s how we became friends. Then they
asked us to join their new recordings for 10
000Hz. They use all the vintage equipment,
and we loved all that, so that’s something
we had in common. Through Mike D and
Grand Royal, we had some musical taste in
common, so it was kind of natural for us.
And we loved their music, too.

When Moon Safari came out, it was like
this kind of underground password: “Have
you heard it?” It was much more mellow
and downtempo than I was expecting
from this band that everybody was talking
about. But I very quickly got really into
that record. Brian Reitzell brought me into
the band. Brian and I and Roger [Manning
Jr] had done a side project [a soundtrack
for an imagined sequel to Logan’s Run],
and after that Brian asked, “Would you
want to play one show with Air, playing
bass?” I rehearsed so much, with my little
Discman and my headphones and my bass.
I got everything so down and then when
we showed up at rehearsal, sometimes the
guys were like, “Uh, what key is it?” I knew
because I’d been listening to stuff for two
weeks.
I had instant affection towards both of
those guys once I met them and we were
rehearsing. The Phoenix guys were all out
in LA as well and their record hadn’t come
out yet. I have an old 60s American car, a
Ford Galaxie 500, and those guys were all
so smitten with my car. You won’t see a car
like that, in France, so I was driving those
guys around all the time and becoming fast
friends. It was really fun.
I was there for the music. I love what those
guys do and how subtle it can be, and I feel
like that’s something that’s getting lost.
Those guys are the kings of subtlety and the
slow burn. That’s what I really got off on. I
like the challenge of that, because we are in
such a place where people don’t have time
for subtlety because they’re bombarded
with options and something’s got to club
you over the head to get your attention. Air
is not that.
I agreed to do the first show at a venue in
Los Angeles, and then we went to Sundance
to play for the Virgin Suicides release. In
one of the van rides, Nico was like, “Would
you like to sing on the new Air record?” I
was like, “Yes, yes I would.” I didn’t know
that the singing was going to be this kind
of jokey thing. For Radio #1, we were in the
studio in LA. They were like “OK, so we

think you maybe you will do some sort of
crooner kind of thing?” I’m like, “Crooner?!
Look at me – I’m not a crooner guy but I
can give it a shot.” What’s on the record
was the first take of me trying to wrap my
head around what they were talking about.
They didn’t give me any melodic lines or
anything – that’s just me literally going,
“OK, this is kind of weird, and not quite up
my alley…” And then I finish and they’re
all laughing in the control room: “This
is perfect!” I’m like, “No, no, no, I’m just
getting my head around this idea, that’s
not the one.” And they’re like, “No, it’s
perfect, you’re done.” I listened back and I’m
cringing. I said, “OK, so are you so you guys
are going to” – I think I even made finger
quotation marks – I said, “You guys are
gonna, like, ‘Air’ this, right? You’re gonna
process it or put it in the background so
it doesn’t sound like this guy who doesn’t
know what he’s doing?”
Months later, we were at Mike Mills’ house
for a listening party. Tony [Hoffer] asked if
I’d heard it. I’m like, “No – what did they do
to the voice? Is it in outer space or really in
the background or something?” He walked
away from me because he couldn’t answer
without freaking me out. We get to that
song and at the end I’m looking around at
everybody, flabbergasted, like – what? This
is the final thing? They were trying to make
it seem like a DJ who’s playing a record and
he puts up his mic and he’s like singing
along. I was like, “Why on earth have you
guys – why didn’t you let me sing that
better?!” But whatever – it’s kind of funny. I
flew to Paris for one day to be in that video.
I care about lyrics as much as I do music
but for some reason in the case of Air, the
lyrics are just another instrument to me, it
blends in with all the music. I don’t really
know what the [album’s] statement would
have been but there’s some sort of analysis
of modern life. And there’s also so much
humor in those guys – a lot more than
people think. The whole concept to me was
just this endless creativity. That music is
still very modern. It’s still surprising. That’s
something to be really proud of. It could be

released right now and I think it would be
as powerful.
I liked [10 000Hz Legend] a lot more [than
Moon Safari]. I thought it was a lot stranger.
Bolder, more adventurous, The first record
is very mellow and doesn’t really throw any
surprises at you. And the second record is
full of surprises. I prefer the darker stuff,
darker emotions. It’s way more experimental, which I’m always going to veer towards.
The tour was just bonkers. The shows were
extremely well attended and people were
going crazy. I remember something really
funny in Mojo – it had a picture of our
show, the stage was flooded with like red
light, and the light show was insane. The
caption said: “Air: definitely not prog” –
because it looks like something from The
Lion Lays Down on Broadway.
JB’s two main vibes [on stage] were either
the cape or an eyepatch. They both killed
me with humor. I love those guys so
much. Their whole thing was about the
music, about the live show and about the
experience – as opposed to the people
making it. That’s cool because it is about
the music and you can get too wrapped up
in what people look like and how they act.
Air is not about that. The funniest and most
profound example of that was when we
were in Paris rehearsing. And the managers
showed up and, of course, in typical French
fashion, they had the stage blueprints like
in scrolls. We had a meeting, and they laid
out the scrolls with little sandbags in the
corners. They’re like, “Jason, you will be
there” – pointing at where I’ll be on the
stage. I thought that that was the rear of the
stage, and I’m like, “OK, that’s cool.” There’s
never been any discussion about the stage
plot. Then they pointed at the drums, and
they’re behind me all the way in the back,
and they’re like, “Yes, in fact, you will be
front center”. I was way out in front of JB
and Nico – I felt like I was like the de facto
frontman, which was not something I was
expecting. But it was something I relished.

Jason Falkner & Ken Andrews

JASON FALKNER, VOCALS

« I said, “You guys are
gonna, like, ‘Air’ this, right?
You’re gonna process it or
put it in the background so
it doesn’t sound like this guy
who doesn’t know what he’s
doing?” »

ORA-ÏTO, ALBUM ARTWORK
CONCEPT AND DESIGN
They wanted me to do the artwork because
at that time I was pirating brands like Nike,
Apple, and so they wanted something
a bit subversive. We went through a lot
of different concepts. One was that the
technology will save the world like Noah’s
arc [I THINK] but in the future. So, instead
of being the arc of Noah, a spaceship would
take proof of the existence of the world to
rebuild it somewhere else. It was looking
good with the concept of the album but
it was too complicated to do back then.
And then they said, “We want to create
somewhere outside of the world where we
could sell our music.” This is where the idea
came from to do this mansion in the desert
that was their studio and the place where
they were living with the antenna sending
their music to the world. We were all very
happy when we found the idea of them as
directors of a pirate radio station.

tively I did it without really knowing where
it was coming from but in time we can see
where the influence comes from. I think
we share this currency of the same kind of
inspiration. We had some friction about
the colors of the sky. One of them wanted it
to be darker, the other one wanted it to be
lighter. So [we had to] find a balance. But
we finally all agreed about the luminosity of
the image.

The idea was to create this house that is
on a big cantilever having a global view of
the desert of Arizona. The windows were
meant to be panoramic, like a movie, with
the black stripe on top so that when they’re
in their house watching the environment, it
was like a picture frame. Nico’s father had
built the stadium of Monaco. A few months
ago I was there for a football match, and
I sent him a video saying, “It’s crazy how
similar [the artwork] looks to what your
father was doing.” But we didn’t notice
that at the time. Maybe [subconsciously we
knew]. If I remember, it’s Nicolas who really
wanted something that played with the architecture.

For me it’s one of their best albums because
it’s darker. It’s where they show their
subversive personality. This album was
really the doors of the future in a way.

The sound was psychedelic American. So
we wanted to bring that idea of America, at
the same time modern and futuristic, but in
a kind of retro-futurism. To be honest there
were no references – maybe Hitchcock.
Maybe a bit of the Jetsons. I was drawing
from my school. You can see straight away
that is an Ora-Ito design. One reference for
the architecture could be Claude Parent, the
inventor of oblique architecture. Instinc-

« They wanted me
to do the artwork
because at that
time I was pirating
brands like Nike,
Apple, and they
wanted something
a bit subversive. »

We did a big shoot with them. We laughed
a lot because we used a very good photographer, and shooting was very expensive,
and they finally turned out to be so small
that you cannot see them. [It’s a lonely
image] to reinforce the fact that they are
really in autarcie [self-sufficiency]. We really
wanted this feeling of them creating alone
away from modernity and from the world at
that time.

They reached out to me before their first
album came out to do a remix for a single. I
had never heard of them before but I knew
the label they were on [Source]. They came
to Los Angeles shortly after. I was recording
the album Mutations. They came down to
the studio while I was recording. They came
into the studio and we were getting to know
each other. Their English wasn’t as fluent
yet. As time went on they became friendly
with my whole band, who backed them for
the first shows they ever played.
We were brothers from the other side of the
world. I don’t know how you would characterize it – we just immediately kind of
recognized each other. It was similar with
the Phoenix guys as well – like-minded
people who grew up in completely different
places, but love the same music and had the
same ethos and aesthetic. We found that we
were all doing similar things coming from
different places. We just found each other.
In the musical landscape of that time there
wasn’t a lot of us that were coming from
that same place. It was kind of rare to meet
another musician who liked old analog and
knew about Françoise Hardy and krautrock
and Suicide. That was pretty miraculous to
find anybody who even had any of that on
their radar.
So we’d all been friends and an extended
musical family for several years at that point
[before 10 000Hz]. There was an engineer
who I used for my previous album that
they brought in to work with them named
Tony Hoffer. He was the guitar player for
my bass player Justin Meldal-Johnson’s
teenage band. And I used to hang out at
their rehearsal space when I was a kid, go to
their shows, before I was performing. Tony
had been working doing sound effects or
something like that at a radio station in San
Francisco, and I hadn’t heard from him in
years. So we got him to move back down
to LA to engineer on a record that I was
recording at my house, Midnite Vultures.
They were fans of that record and asked
Tony to work with them on theirs, as well
as Jason Falkner, who still tours with me in
my band.

I was around a bit in the studio in Paris,
with Roger and Justin and Brian Reitzell.
And, of course, Tony engineering. It was
a really modest little studio that had a few
pieces of gear. They liked the Korg MS 10,
and maybe had a few new Moogs. Roger
had quite an extensive vintage analog synth
collection as well as a lot of very obscure
organs and I’m sure he brought in some of
this stuff. He had just worked with me on
Mutations and Midnite Vultures a few years
before and he was always bringing in things
that I’ve never seen before. Eventually they
came to LA and asked me to sing on a
couple of things that they were finishing
up. I wanted to be part of it because all my
friends were working on this record so I
was happy to be asked to be included in it
all.
They were going in a different direction,
maybe abandoning the direction of Moon
Safari, which was wildly popular at the
time. It was inescapable – you’d hear it in
every restaurant or hotel or airport lobby. It
was one of those records that comes along
that everybody likes, from every genre and
every generation. So 10 000Hz was a pretty
hard left turn, but I was doing some left
turns myself, so it felt in the spirit of things.
We never talked about that – nobody
ever talked about that kind of stuff back
then. We were more into making things,
making each other laugh and talking about
equipment. It seemed like they were having
a lot of fun, a lot of freedom. The energy of
my band was in this particular place – we
were doing the Midnite Vultures tour while
Air were recording. That tour was a bit wild,
a bit of a free-for-all. Not many people saw
that tour but if you did, you’d understand
– it was an aggressive and wild and loose
sound and approach that was going on with
us. We were trying to channel P-Funk, Sly
and the Family Stone, Devo, the Germs. So
there was a bit of that energy [in 10 000Hz],
I thought. They’re incredibly meticulous,
and craftsmen at whatever they do, and
it was being channeled through that
[approach].
I was in a small studio in Hollywood called

the Sound Factory working with Marianne
Faithfull. I wrote and recorded a song for
her called Sex With Strangers. Air came in
the next day, they played me the song [The
Vagabond], and it had no lyrics apart from
the chorus. I wrote the verses on the spot
and recorded it pretty quick. Compared
to making Midnite Vultures, which was a
long, arduous process, it was just so easy
and fast. I remember thinking, I wish we
could do more songs because it was so easy.
I was a bit of a vagabond at the time,
bouncing around and living in different
places. I was out of a really long relationship, drifting a bit, and didn’t really
have a center. I’d been on tour since I was
22 and I had turned 30. They were going
through their first experience with a big
successful record, traveling the world and
seeing all these different things, and experiencing the music business in that sense.
They just wanted to do something bold
and they had really carved out a sound
in a really distinctive niche – it was really
beautiful, finely wrought, downtempo
music. But then again they always have
things like Sexy Boy which didn’t quite fit
into the mold of all that. They were going
more towards that adventurous side with 10
000Hz.
I remember asking what the album title
meant and they told me. Maybe they sent
me an email with the album cover art, and I
remember Nico saying it was the frequency
that can kill people. They were developing it
to use on the battlefield.
I was still spending money on records but I
noticed a dramatic decrease in sales around
99 [at that time, due to Napster and music
piracy]. There was a bit of a question of how
this was all going to work because making
a record in that time still cost anywhere
from $200,000 up to $700,000 for a bigger
budget album. I remember being in the red
on Midnite Vultures and having to be really
conscious of that on the next record, which
was Sea Change. 10 000Hz felt like a label
allowing people to stretch out. In that same
period of time I remember Daft Punk’s

« We were
brothers from
the other side
of the world. I
don’t know how
you would characterize it – we
just immediately
kind of
recognized each
other. »

[fruitful connections]
It’s a little known fact that Mike Mills
designed the original album cover for
Odelay in 1995, but we didn’t end up going
with it. I remember being really impressed
by his Moon Safari cover. Mike lives two
blocks from me so I’d see him around a
lot during that time. JB and Nico came
to town when they finished the record,
and we had a get-together at Mike’s house
with a lot of their LA family and friends,
the people they came to collaborate with
and get friendly with – Sofia Coppola, of
course, they worked on that soundtrack;
Spike Jonze was there, different members
of my band. We all sat and listened to the
album at this listening party up in the hills
of Silver Lake. I remember that night really
well – feeling really proud to be a part of
it. It was probably right before then that I
did Sea Change. Brian Reitzell, who had
auditioned for my band to take over for
Joey, my original drummer – he ends up
playing with Air, and then he also ends up
doing music for Sofia’s film. And Spike and
I went way back, and he was a good friend
and we’ve collaborated a bit here and there,
but we were mostly friends. The only photos
ever taken of me during the recording of
Odelay were taken by Spike. He was pretty
much my only friend at that point who had
a camera. And I still tour with Phoenix –
we did a lot of touring together in 2017-18.
I’ve had Phoenix playing shows with me
since that first album. It’s an organic thing,
it wasn’t ever really cultivated, everyone
just naturally fell into each other’s worlds.
They’re peers and an inspiration to me as
well. I’m a fan of all these musicians.

« In the musical
landscape of that
time there wasn’t a
lot of us that were
coming from that
same place.
It was kind of rare
to meet another
musician who liked
old analog and knew
about Françoise Hardy
and krautrock and
Suicide. »

Beck, the vagabond

BECK, VOCALS, HARMONICA

second album coming out, the second
Basement Jaxx record, Kid A, and there was
a similar ethos in all those records – experimental, fresh, trying new things, a little bit
decadent, not a lot of rules.
got to play with them a few times on this
record, at the Hollywood Bowl, and then
again at the Greek Theater, years later. I’ve
always wondered why we didn’t collaborate
more. We probably should. There’s still
time.

I was a huge fan of theirs from Moon Safari.
I remember getting it on CD: I went home
that night and put it in my CD player, and
I sat there with headphones, listening to it
from beginning to end, staring at the wall
and feeling completely blown away. I didn’t
even know this could be done. I didn’t even
know what genre of music it was but it was
amazing.
They were combining genres of music,
only some I was familiar with. They were
bringing in the best of the French, like
Serge Gainsbourg, and the palette they
used was incredibly unusual at the time,
with the Rhodes, the hybrid electronic and
organic thing, and the beautiful chords
which come from JB’s classical upbringing
and his training. It was definitely rooted in
something quite different than whatever
else was happening at the time – and still is
for that matter.
I got involved through Brian Reitzell. I had
produced many records but the first real
proper record that I did that anybody would
know was Midnite Vultures by Beck. That
was a milestone for me. Then I was working
on a project with Brian that he was playing
drums on, and he told Nico and JB, “Hey,
you have to have my friend Tony who I just
worked with. He got these amazing drum
sounds.” And so the guys were fans of Beck,
they had heard what I’d done with Brian,
and they’re like, “Oh let’s get Tony!” So next
thing I know, I’m out in Paris, working on
an Air record.
We did a couple weeks of production. On
the initial recordings, there are a lot of live
musicians and Brian playing drums. They
very much had an organic, abandoned
room feel. But Air are really electronic
artists – they could sit next to Kraftwerk
quite easily. So before we started mixing it,
we spent quite a bit of time going through
all the songs, going through all the sounds,

re-recording some things, or processing
them through certain bits of equipment
to make it sound more electronic and
vice versa – taking electronic sounds and
making them sound more organic. Really

« In the middle of
the night I wake
up and I have a
panic attack: What
am I doing here?
This is bad. This
first song that I’m
working on - the
first of a dozen or
whatever songs
for the album,
these people are
counting on me –
and I have no idea
what I’m doing. »

manipulating the sounds to the point where
they’ve been run through the machine.
Working in France is quite different than
working here in LA. In France, when you’re
at a studio, everybody stops for lunch for
about an hour and a half, maybe two hours.
The owner of the studio would bring his
nice wine around so everyone’s drinking
wine. I wasn’t drinking wine because I need
to be focused on getting the album done
and sounding good. But I love working in
France.
Then it came time to move to another
studio to mix. I hadn’t really mixed an
album before – I had done one proper
album and it had only just come out.
Working with an artist of this caliber was
a new thing for me. So we go to the new
studio to mix the first song, How Does It
Make You Feel, and I spent about a day on
the mix. By the end of it, I’ve worked pretty

late and I felt like I was in a rabbit hole.
Total hall of mirrors: I don’t know about
this, it’s just not sounding right to me. I
go back to the hotel and I go to sleep. And
in the middle of the night I wake up and I
have a panic attack: What am I doing here?
This is bad. This first song that I’m working
on – the first of a dozen or whatever songs
for the album, these people are counting on
me – and I have no idea what I’m doing. I
work out: OK, this is what I’m gonna do in
the morning: I’m gonna have a conversation with the guys, I’m going to tell them
whatever money they’ve paid, I’ll give it
back, just get me back to LA. I’ll give the
money back so they can get somebody else
in to finish everything off and do a good job
with it. I really think that makes the most
sense. I wake up the next morning, maybe
I’ve had a few hours sleep because I was
literally up all night panicking, sweating,
freaking out, heart palpitations, all that.
I go: Fuck it, before I get into anything
drastic, let me just check it out. I was going
to go into the studio by myself and listen
to it. When I got there, everybody else was
there, so there was no pre-listen where I
could try to save a couple of things. Nico
and JB are there, their manager Marc is
there, and Stefan from the label, all around
the speakers to listen. I hit play, and I’m
standing in the back of the room listening:
You know what, it’s maybe not that bad. It’s
– I think it’s all right? We could do a couple
things here and there but maybe it’s not as
bad as I thought? The song ended. Silence.
I’m just thinking, shit, I could probably get
a flight maybe later this evening. It’s silent.
It looked like Marc was crying – his eyes
were watery. I don’t know what’s going
on. And all of a sudden, a lot of French is
happening. And then I think Nico said to
me, “Tony, this is a masterpiece. We are so
overwhelmed with emotion.” I realized: You
know what, it actually sounded pretty good.
It was a pretty big thing for me because I
literally at that moment could have had my

« I hadn’t really mixed an album
before - I had done one proper
album and it had only just come out.
Working with an artist of this caliber
was a new thing for me. »

They’re both very creative and the dynamic
was great – it was very much a collaboration with all three of us. They both have
individual strengths, and they worked very
well together they knew and they knew how
to get the best out of each other. For this
batch of songs, they knew how to get these
classic-sounding chords and these beautiful
arrangements but also have them sound
very fresh and very modern, like something
that you one hasn’t heard before.
They certainly seemed to really enjoy
working in LA, having choirs and string
sessions. With Moon Safari, their art had
greatly been validated and I think that
brought a sense of: OK, let’s go deep with
this and bring in a bunch of people. They
were very clear with what they wanted –
very blunt, I think it’s a language thing but I
think it’s also just how they are. I love that –
let’s get down to business. It’d be, “Tony, we
do not like this thing” – OK, good, thank
you for telling me that, now I know, I can
handle that quickly.
I had a feeling that people were going to
be confused by it. I knew that it was going
to get a reaction, one way or the other.
Obviously I was hoping for a very positive
reaction! It’s an album that’s meant to pay
attention to. It’s not really an album to
listen to while you’re getting ready to go
out to a club. It’s a dark album but it’s also
a very beautiful album. I thought it was
really adventurous and I loved that. I really
appreciated the fact that it’d be very easy
to do Sexy Boy or Moon Safari 2 – a lot
of artists fall in that trap. But they really
wanted to define themselves as true artists
– which they are. I love that we made a very
bold record that people will come back to
and they’ll find new things in. When I put
that album on, I still find elements in there
that I had completely forgotten about.

Tony Hoffer

TONY HOFFER,
PRODUCTION, EDITING,
MIXING

whole career gonna change. My confidence
would have been demolished if I’d gone
back home and not completed that album.
It really taught me to shut that voice down
in my head because you have to take
chances. You have to make bold moves and
bold statements with the sound.

« They were very
clear with what they
wanted, very blunt, I
think it’s a language
thing but I think it’s
also just how they are.
I love that - let’s get
down to business. »

That was the most made-in-the-studio
record they’ve ever had. There weren’t many
demos at all. I was the third person that
joined the party, and I stayed a long time
– I was in Paris for a month. Then Roger
Manning and Justin [Meldal-Johnson] were
on tour and then had like a week free where
they came into the studio. It was lovely – I
stayed in the Latin Quarter and every day
I would walk to the studio, Appolo – pass
the Pantheon, down across Luxembourg
Gardens and then to that lovely little
neighborhood on the other side of the park,
that’s where the studio was and Nicolas
lived on the same block. I made Roger and
Justin walk with me because I thought that
the walk helped. Everything about working
with them was different than the way I
worked over here. I learned especially to
stop when something doesn’t feel right, to
go to the cafe. Recording in Paris, there’s so
many options. We didn’t have the internet
on our phones back then but we would go
have a coffee, get out of the studio. You
can’t do it like that anymore. That was a
lovely budget that they had to make that
record. And the studio was such a vibe – it’s
not there anymore, which is really sad. It
was right in this little residential street in
Paris: in the back of this building was this
studio with these massive Plexiglas studio
monitors. I’m pretty sure Serge Gainsbourg
had worked there.
We had spent a lot of time together touring
so we were always kind of on the same page
– we didn’t really have to talk about it, we
just did it. We weren’t using a computer;
we were recording on tape. We were very
anti-Pro Tools at that point, though that
record ended up being very much made
in Pro Tools when it was mixed. So it felt
very old school. That was when we first
heard Phoenix too. Being in that world
and making a record like that was really
luxurious for us. We were figuring things
out in the studio that we wanted to do and
doing them completely by ourselves. There
was a lot of experimenting but then once
things were recording, very quickly magical
things happened.
I never went out with them, only for lunch,

because they were very much family men
at the time. I remember having dinner at
Nicolas’ house. His wife was very pregnant.
It was such a fringe moment for me. [In
LA], we sat out in the lobby and ate sushi
– there weren’t any parties. That was very
much just work, but work was so fun that
it never felt like work. The parties would
happen when we would tour – although Air
was never a party band.
They were in LA for a few days. They were
really jet-lagged and young and green
and very new to this. Moon Safari was
and Virgin Suicides were made in very
modest means. 10 000Hz was their first
time making this kind of international,
big-budget project and they pulled out all
the stops. I wish we could make another
one of those records. Now I spend all my
time collaborating with people but not even
meeting them until the thing comes out –
you can make those kinds of records but
it’s not the same. At that time, there was an
energy and a harmony with all of us – this
chemistry of everybody being on the same
page. There was such a sense of freedom
just being in the room. It’s a real collaboration. Those guys were very open to seeing
what we could bring to it. That record
became a lot more futuristic once Tony
Hoffer got involved because he sonically
took it to another place. It’s a nice balance
of old-school rock, like late Beatles with the
compression we did on the drums at the
end of Radio #1.
The drums are so dead. We cut the drums
at the Bomb Factory using tape echo, which
was us trying to do [John Lennon’s] Instant
Karma, though the only thing that survived
from those sessions was that beat, I think.
We were furthering what we had started on
The Virgin Suicides where I was completely
surrounded by blankets, and I even kept
my elbows down, because we were going
for this really dead sound. It helps the
keyboards sound wider – you don’t need all
that information. It also makes the drums
sound a bit like a drum machine. I’m a
big fan of Can and the whole krautrock,
motorik thing, which we got to really flex

« It was magical
stuff - I felt like
I was in Herbie
Hancock’s band. »
with on Don’t Be Light. It was magical stuff
– I felt like I was in Herbie Hancock’s band.
When we did How Does It Make You Feel,
for me as the musician, everything came
out except the bass drum and the snare
drum. To play a beat like that with so much
space, every time we would play it, with
Nicolas coaching me, it was so magical. It
felt so huge and yet I was playing the most
minimal thing. That was a big eye-opener
in terms of approach. Also, when we did
Radian, JB and I tuned the toms to the
piano. That took a long time because the
drums were old and funky and not easy.
But that was a pretty wonderful experience.
Having the luxury of time to work like that
was amazing for a major-label record.
Those first few records were such a
whirlwind for us. Before Moon Safari,
they had never toured, so they hired us.
And then for the Virgin Suicides shows,
I brought in Jason Faulkner and I was
their American musical director of sorts.
Playing that record live was really crazy.
Playing 10 000Hz live was a whole other
experience. It was one thing to make that
record but then to have to go and play it
live was really difficult because of where
technology was. I recall Thomas [Bangalter]
coming up to me at the Mayan theatre here
in LA and saying: “Did you actually play
all that stuff?” Daft Punk had never played
a live show before, and I could see the light
going on in his head, like: Oh shit, if they
can do it, then we can do a live show. We
were pulling off some really magical things.
For Radian, we pressed the record of the
singer that we would play slowed down on
the turntable. We carried around several
copies of the record so it could be played
every night. They had re-recorded a sample
that there was some issue with being able
to use. Back then a lot of us were obsessed
with collecting library records. Because I
was [in Paris] for such a long time, I made

When we did The Virgin Suicides, I got
the sense that they very much wanted to
avoid repeating themselves. They were
always about going forward. From the
Virgin Suicides onward, we weren’t going
to use vocoders and it wasn’t gonna be
retro like Moon Safari was. And luckily
Zero 7 and a bunch of bands came around
and ran with that sound, they filled that
void. Air went back there later in their
career, and that’s fine, but 10 000Hz to me
is their most experimental record in terms

of pushing things sonically; yet it’s still a
pop record to me, for the most part, It’s
like a great soundtrack – it’s nice to go to
some of those stranger places and then to
be brought back to Earth with Radio #1 or
the other pop songs. It doesn’t really fit in
a very strict category. The song Electronic
Performers is such a badass opening cue –
and what do you call that music? 10 000Hz
still sounds like the future to me, which
is pretty amazing considering there’s so
many electronic instruments – it’s easier to
make timeless music with an orchestra. It’s
just so cinematic – to me it sounds like a
soundtrack to a futuristic Western.
[On the tour] there were no backing tracks.
It’s one thing to play on top of your tapes,
but I think this is a more interesting,
legit way to do it. We were so anti-playback because everybody was doing it.
Now it’s ridiculously easy but back then
the technology was really archaic and

backwards. JB had an MPC, which was on
a separate computer. I had so much anxiety
that something wasn’t gonna trigger or it
was gonna be the wrong loop. I had a really
cool drum kit made with these acrylic
cymbals; we had 808s on stage that I would
trigger with a foot pedal. The amount of
bespoke equipment that had to be lugged
around that was ridiculous. There were
four keyboard players and all of the gear
was old. JB wore a silver cape in homage to
Rick Wakeman. He also wore an eyepatch
sometimes. On the Moon Safari tour – and
I’m taking full credit for this – we all wore
white. And then with the next two, we
all wore black. The idea was that we were
going to be a solid color for each tour. So
whenever you saw a picture, you could say
it was that tour or that tour. I left after the
black tour and they went back to all white –
I wish they had carried on that tradition.
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DAT tapes of all of these records that were
around that I was buying at the flea market.
I think the original version of Radian
featured a sample of someone singing, and
they played it at half speed or with their
finger to create that sound. When they
couldn’t license it, instead they went into a
studio, recorded a singer and then pressed it
on vinyl and we would play that every night
on stage.

« To play a beat like
that with so much
space, every time we
would play it, with
Nicolas coaching me,
it was so magical. It
felt so huge and yet I
was playing the most
minimal thing.
That was a big
eye-opener in terms of
approach. »

« It’s just so cinematic
- to me it sounds like a
soundtrack to a futuristic
Western. »

